l Introduction time framing strategy, to provide multiple delay bounds in each node. However, time fram-A comparative performance evaluation of these ing strategies suffer from the dependencies they protocols and architectures necessitates theoret-introduce between the queuing delay and the ically evaluating and experimentally comparing granularity of bandwidth d h a t i o n [31. RCSP different architectures, protocols, topologies and queuing [4] overcomes this by separating the rate technologies of networks under the same operat. control and delay control functions. We have ing A toolkit providing this facility adopted the inter and intra class bandwidth regwork a framework of traffic control to accommo. per, no lower bound has been specified for the date collnections in a network has connections. The toolkit has been designed on been proposed. An approach based on Resource ~,~~~~~~~i~ protocol bas been implemented to these works no admission control mechanism has reserve resources. We, here, briefly describe the following protocols and schemes used in the proposed toolki.
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Bandwidth Regulation
Many video applications a,re scalable because of tlie huniaii tolerance to degrada,tioii in picture quality, frame loss and end-to-end latency provided the quality of playout is over some perceptual threshold. Scalability can be translated t,o a reduction in resource requirements for the correspondin, 0 connect,ions. Thus tolerance t o degradation of audio/video quality allows encoding para,meters t o be modified t o yield lower data rates. Hence. the application can specify a ra,nge of bandwidth requiremems to the network during connection establishment,. The masimum requirement is for best quality while the minimum is for acceptable quality of service.
Delay Based Priority Scheduling . 2 net-
work architecture that aims a,t real time applications should incorporate mechanisms for providing required quality of service t o these applications. To provide such quality of service the network must reserve a part of its resources for the application. 'Therefore, it should incorporate a resource reservation archit,ecture. Now just reserving resources does not. ensure tha,t the application gets the required quality of service: the network should also ensure tha,t the reserved resources are effectively utilized towards providing t.he required quality of service to the application.
Connection Establishment Protocol
In order to set up a connection. a three way handsha,king protocol has been suggest. 
Design Priiiciples Of The Toolkit
The toolkit is designed following some clearly defined principles such as:
Implementation Oriented Modeling
One of our main aims is to know and t,o explore how the things go a,bout in a real net,worli and how the distributed algorithms work in close coopera,tion with ea,ch other.
Flexzblt l'ser Interface
user lnterfaee erated parser compiles the NDL file constructing the various network components giving them the properties as described in the input file, and then it plugs them together as specified by the network topology t o forin the desired network.
Providing a flexible user interface was also our main consideration in the toolkit design. It was decided that the user of the toolkit should be given enough flexibility t o be able to describe network components, their properties. network topolom. simulation coin-~ ma,nd, etc., along with powerful see through capabilities like event, component/system state and packet statistics logging capa,bilities. Towards all these goals the toolkit offers a flexible language interface called Network Description Language (NDL).
Easy extendibility
Easy extendibility has been another major design principle, as expected from any good OOP design. The toolkit offers a flexible user interface for describing network properties and topology, but it is not meant for simulating any network.
Structure of the Toolkit
The simulation toolkit is made up of several distinct components each with their specific functions t o perform in the overall system. The structure of the toolkit is shown in figure 1 . The input t o the toolkit is in the form of a NDL file
The Network Object Classes
Various network entities are modeled as language objects, that form a well structured class hierarchy is shown in figure 2 . A typical node has the structure shown in figure 3 . The major classes in the hierarchy and their functions are described in detail in [lo].
Network Description Language
The Network Description Language (NDL) provides flexible user interface to the simulation toolkit.
It enables the user of the toolkit to describe network components, their properties, network topology, simulation command, etc. along with powerful see through capabilities like event, component/system state and packet statistics logging capabilities. The toolkit uses a YACC generated parser as front end t o compile NDL file. It constructs the network described ... In NDL there are commands a,vailable for specifying carious network components. their properties. their interconnections and the simulation commands to be run on the constructed network. There are provisions t o run the constructed net,-work for any length of time and log network messages, various event.s, state of network components and packet statistics as a,nd when required to disk files t h t ca,n be opened and closed at ail1 through NDL commands. Network Descriptioii Language is a contest free language based upon L,.4LR(l) grammar. A NDL file is a text file that can be edited using any text editor. NDL is case insensitive and may contain C / C + t style comments. The front end compiler gives extensive diagriostic messages in case of syirtor and netuiork errow encountered during compiling input NDL file.
Simulation

Siniulation Environment
The multiniedia applications chosen here. constitute of a number of clients. servers and passive has been considered for the experiment. The network and the simulation commands t o run on the constructed network a,re coded in NDL that are used as inputs to the sirnuladion toolkit. Each Liiik has a tota,l capacity of 10Mb/s. Out of t,hk total bandwidth; 0.2Mb/s is used by the resource reservation protocol for sending control signals. The remaining 9.8hlb/s is used to transfer t.he various streain pa,ckets from servers to clients. Figures 5 and 6 show the bandwidth utilization of these two links. Figures 8 and 9 shows the end-to-end delays of the stream packets for node 6 and figure 10 demonstrates the connection establishment overhead.
Experimental Results and Discussion
Conclusion
In our work we have proposed a framework of toolkit with many novel design principles such as receiver initiated reservation, separating reserua- The results were found to be quite encouraging. The proposed schemes and protocols work satisfactorily towards their design goals of supporting real time multimedia applications by providing guaranteed throughput, and bounded delay. We also found that the connection establishment t h e is bounded within a raiige of values even when the network load fluctuates.
